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Abstract:  

The last decade has witnessed significant advances in energy harvesting technology for the 

realization of self-charging electronics and self-powered wireless sensor nodes (WSNs). To 

conquer the energy-insufficiency issue of a single energy harvester, hybrid energy harvesting 

systems have been proposed in recent years. Hybrid harvesting includes not only scavenging 

energy from multiple sources, but also converting energy into electricity by multiple types of 

transduction mechanisms. A reasonable hybridization of multiple energy conversion 

mechanisms not only improves the space utilization efficiency but can also boost the power 

output significantly. Given the continuously growing trend of hybrid energy harvesting 

technology, herein we present a comprehensive review of recent progress and representative 

works, especially focusing on vibrational and thermal energy harvesters which play the 

dominant role in hybrid energy harvesting. The working principles and typical configurations 

for piezoelectric, electromagnetic, triboelectric, thermoelectric and pyroelectric transduction 

effects are briefly introduced. On this basis, a variety of hybrid energy harvesting systems, 

including mechanisms, configurations, output performance and advantages, are elaborated. 

Comparisons and perspectives on the effectiveness of hybrid vibrational and thermal harvesters 

are provided. A variety of potential application prospects of the hybrid systems are discussed, 

including infrastructure health monitoring, industry condition monitoring, smart transportation, 

human healthcare monitoring, marine monitoring systems, and aerospace engineering, towards 

the future Internet-of-Things (IoT) era. 
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Highlights 

 A systematic and comprehensive review of hybrid energy harvesting systems. 

 Piezoelectric, electromagnetic, triboelectric, thermoelectric and pyroelectric effects 

and their use are reviewed in hybrid devices. 

 Typical configurations, mechanisms and their performance are discussed and compared. 

 Typical applications for hybrid energy harvesting mechanisms and systems are 

discussed and summarized.  

 Future opportunities and directions are mapped following the discussion on existing 

challenges and applications.  
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I. Introduction  

With the rapid growth of the industrial economy and world population, conventional 

energy sources such as fossil fuels are no longer sufficient to meet energy demands. The 

utilization of renewable/sustainable energy sources, in the form of light, heat, wind, wave, 

vibration, rotation, etc., becomes an effective and promising solution to deal with the global 

energy crisis [1-5]. Over the past decade, a large number of researches and efforts have been 

involved to environmental energy harvesting techniques. Such energy sources are utilized to 

generate macro scale (>W level) electricity for industrial and household use, and hence alleviate 

the shortage of local power supply. In the meantime, energy harvesting research focusing on 

microscale power (<W level, normally nW to mW) has attracted more and more attention 

worldwide for the replacement of millions of batteries in portable/wearable electronics and 

wireless sensor nodes (WSNs), thus realizing self-charging electronics and self-powering smart 

WSN systems [6-9]. Such energy harvesters scavenge ambient renewable/sustainable energy 

sources and convert them into electricity by implementing various transduction mechanisms 

[10-13], such as photovoltaic, thermoelectric, pyroelectric, piezoelectric, electromagnetic, 

triboelectric, and so on, providing sustainable power solutions. 

Until recently, energy harvesters have normally been designed to use a single energy 

source. For instance, photovoltaic harvesters are developed for harvesting light/solar energy; 

thermoelectric and pyroelectric harvesters are specially designed for harvesting thermal 

gradients or fluctuations; piezoelectric, electromagnetic, triboelectric and electrostatic 

harvesters are particularly for kinetic energy scavenging. However, most of the 

renewable/sustainable energy sources in our ambient environment may not always be stable or 

available. Since the energy generation of a single harvester is subject to the availability of the 

energy source, it cannot always fulfill the power requirement of the electronic devices. For 

example, solar energy has become one of the most commercial renewable energy. However, 

photovoltaic harvesters cannot work well at night, on rainy days or in dark environments. 
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Kinetic energy is ubiquitous in the ambient environment, including human activities, structural 

and machinery vibrations, wind flows, water waves, etc. However, the kinetic energy may be 

fluctuating and insufficient, since a person needs to rest, a machine may not operate 

continuously, and wind flow or water waves may not occur all the time. In these circumstances, 

kinetic energy harvesters will be ineffective. Similar situations would also be exhibited in 

thermal energy harvesters, when there are unpredictable temperature fluctuations/gradients.  

To conquer the energy-insufficiency issue of a single energy harvester, hybrid energy 

harvesting technology is becoming an emerging consensus. Broadly speaking, it represents not 

only scavenging energy from multiple sources, but also converting energy into electricity by 

multiple types of transduction mechanisms, where hybrid materials, structures and mechanisms 

are capable of improving the energy conversion efficiency and/or benefit from different energy 

sources simultaneously. As a result, hybrid energy harvesters can be divided into two categories: 

multi-source hybrid harvesters, and single-source harvesters with hybrid mechanisms. In 

general, multiple energy sources coexist simultaneously or alternately. For example, the 

vibration energy of a machine or a human body is often accompanied by the generation of 

thermal energy. The generation of ocean wave energy is mainly because of the existence of 

wind energy. Obviously, a single-source energy harvester is not capable of scavenging all the 

coexisting energy, and hence a large amount of available energy is wasted. Multi-source hybrid 

energy harvesters with diverse energy conversion materials and configurations have been 

consequently developed as integrated devices [14, 15]. The output power can be significantly 

improved when multiple energy sources are available simultaneously or alternately. Apart from 

the multi-source hybrid energy harvesters, the discovery and development of high-efficiency 

single-source harvesters with various energy transduction mechanisms still occupies the 

mainstream research direction. A number of technical reviews on piezoelectric [16-19], 

electromagnetic [20], triboelectric [21], thermoelectric [22], pyroelectric [23] or hybrid 

mechanisms [24, 25], have been presented, focusing on materials [26, 27], theories [28], 

configurations, and applications. Recently, emerging energy harvesting principles have seen 
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reported, such as flexible organic ionic diodes [29], flexoelectric [30], ferroelectret [31], 

electrochemical [32], mechanoradical [33] and biomaterial-based [34] mechanics, and others. 

Through the comparative study of the presented energy harvesters, it can be found that different 

harvesting materials and mechanisms may be applicable to different structural configurations 

and application scenarios. A reasonable combination of two or more separated harvesting 

materials or mechanisms provides not only improvement of the space utilization efficiency, but 

also significant increase of the power output. For example, piezoelectric, electromagnetic, and 

triboelectric harvesters are considered best suited to scavenge energy from kinetic vibrations. 

A vibration-based energy harvester normally employs a spring-mass structural configuration, 

where the suspension structures can be integrated with piezoelectric material, while the proof 

mass may be used as the magnet of the electromagnetic harvester or integrated with triboelectric 

material in addition to its function of adjusting the resonant frequency of the system. Hence, 

the output power could be a superposition of individual piezoelectric, electromagnetic, or 

triboelectric harvesters without additionally increasing much volume and complexity. 

Therefore, the use of hybrid transduction mechanisms or materials with an optimized 

configuration is more desirable in terms of the power generation efficiency.  

Besides integrating the transduction mechanisms, effective hybrid systems require 

appropriate power integration circuits, in order to deliver to the load as close as possible to the 

sum of the individual harvester output power levels. However, it is worth noting that in some 

cases one of the two mechanisms produces less more power than the other, making the 

additional device size and complexity required to add this mechanism unjustified by the added 

power. Thus, one measure of the value of hybrid devices is whether each mechanism makes a 

substantial power contribution or provides some other vital function such as a bias voltage for 

another mechanism. 

Many researchers have presented effective and innovative strategies on hybrid energy 

harvesters from single-source/multi-source in the past few years [35-38]. However, these works 
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have not been systematically studied and summarized, because the number of publications is 

relatively small compared with the single-source harvesters. Followed by the continuously 

growing number, we herein give a comprehensive review and present recent progress in the 

hybridization of energy harvesting systems, especially focusing on vibrational and thermal 

types. These types of hybrid energy harvesters are the most investigated areas due to the 

availability of vibrational and thermal energy and the diversity of relevant conversion 

mechanisms. The rest of this review is organized as follows. Firstly, the background and 

operating principle of some common energy conversion mechanisms, including piezoelectric, 

electromagnetic, triboelectric, thermoelectric, and pyroelectric, are briefly introduced, and 

categorized in Section II. Thereafter, the typical hybrid energy harvesters including the 

mechanisms, configurations, output performance and advantages are elaborated in Section III. 

On this basis, performance comparisons and discussions are presented in Section IV. Simple 

but straightforward perspectives are selected to evaluate the performance and effectiveness of 

the hybrid vibrational and thermal harvesters. Finally, an overview of the diversity of the 

potential applications is presented, including the available energy sources for the hybrid 

integrated system to be a self-powered sensor node or power source.  

II. Energy Conversion Mechanisms 

A. Piezoelectric effect  

Piezoelectric effect was first discovered by the brothers Pierre and Jacques Curie. It can 

be divided into direct piezoelectric effect and converse piezoelectric effect. The former is 

defined as the phenomenon where electric potential is induced across a material when it is 

strained under an applied force, while the latter is conversely defined as the phenomenon where 

mechanical strain is generated in a material when it is exposed to an electrical field. The direct 

and converse piezoelectric effects can be represented by the piezoelectric constitutive equations 

as:  
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where σ and δ are the stress and strain components; E and D are the electric field and electric 

displacement, respectively; s, ε and d stand for the elastic compliance, dielectric constant and 

piezoelectric coefficient, respectively; the superscripts E and T denote the evaluated constants 

under constant electric field and constant stress, respectively; and the superscript t indicates the 

transpose [39]. 

Typically, a piezoelectric energy harvester (PEH) uses a resonant-based configuration as 

shown in Fig. 1(a-i). A cantilever with bimorph/unimorph piezoelectric material, such as lead 

zirconate titanate (PZT), is one of the widely used structures in the resonant mode. As the 

cantilever oscillates under the excitation of external force, the piezoelectric layer deforms to 

generate electric potential accordingly. In order to increase output performance, many other 

beam shapes, besides conventional rectangular cantilevers [40-42], have also been investigated, 

including triangular [43], taper [44], S-shape [45], arc-shaped [46], as shown in Fig. 2 (a)-(e). 

In addition to the above bending or tensile mode configurations, flexure stress amplification 

configurations are also preferred due to the superior compressive strength of piezoceramics. 

Fig.1(a-ii) also shows a cymbal-like PEH which consists of a piezoelectric stack sandwiched 

by the top and bottom metal end caps [47]. The end caps amplify the stress and turn it into a 

longitudinal stress in the PZT stack. Fig. 2(f) shows a high-efficiency compressive-mode energy 

harvester employing a pair of elastic beams and a flex-compressive center where the 

piezoelectric element bears a dynamic compressive load. It is beneficial to an enlarged 

piezoelectric power generation process [48]. 

B. Electromagnetic effect 

Michael Faraday discovered the law of electromagnetic induction, which not only revealed 

the internal connection between electricity and magnetism, but also laid the experimental 

foundation for the mutual conversion between them. Based on Faraday’s law of electromagnetic 
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induction, when the magnetic flux passing through a closed coil changes, electric current will 

be induced. The corresponding induced voltage E is given by: 

�(�) = −� ∙
�Ф

��
                               (2) 

where N is the number of coil turns, Ф is the magnetic flux, and t is the time [49]. 

Various innovative configurations based on electromagnetic effect have been developed to 

date, such as resonant structures in approaching-separation mode (ASM) [50, 51], and the 

rotational structures in relative-sliding mode (RSM) [52]. Fig. 1(b-i) shows a simplified 

diagram of the traditional resonant electromagnetic energy harvester (EMEH) in ASM. A 

magnet mounted on a planar spring vibrates relative to the stationary coils under the excitation 

of external vibration, which changes the magnetic flux in the coils and thus generates induced 

voltage. For the purpose of obtaining resonant vibration, the spring structure can be a spiral 

cantilever, a freestanding or fixed-fixed beam structure as illustrated in Fig. 3(a)-(c) [50, 53, 

54]. The Halbach array is a method to enhance the obtainable magnetic flux density by 

arranging the magnets in a special manner. Some example work can be found in Refs [55, 56]. 

An example illustration is shown in Fig. 3(d) [56]. As shown in Fig. 1(b-ii), a rotational EMEH 

in RSM mainly consists of rotor magnets and stator coils, or vice versa. Supported by 

conventional roller bearings, the rotor magnets can rotate with the driving shaft, which 

generates a time-varying magnetic flux in the stator coils and hence induced voltage in the coils. 

With respect to the rotatory motion, the rotor magnets or coils can be installed on a pendulum 

structure, an eccentric structure, or a rotatory mass (Fig. 3(e)-(g)) and so on [57-60]. 

C. Triboelectric effect 

The triboelectric phenomenon has been probably known for a long history, but it is 

typically considered as a negative effect causing unexpected consequences e.g. in modern 

factories. Since Z L Wang’s research group first reported the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) 

in 2012, an increasing number of TENGs have been presented. Triboelectric effect is considered 
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as the coupling effect of triboelectric and electrostatic induction produced by contact-separation 

or relative-sliding between two materials with opposite friction polarity, such as 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and aluminum (Al). If the electric potential of the bottom 

electrode is defined as zero, the electric potential of the top electrode U can be expressed as 

� = −
��

�
                                     (3) 

where σ is the triboelectric charge density, d is the interlayer distance at a given condition, and 

ε is the vacuum permittivity, [61]. 

Based on different electrode configurations and working modes of triboelectric layers, 

there are four fundamental types of TENGs in Fig.1(c): contact-separation mode (CSM), lateral-

sliding mode (LSM), single-electrode mode (SEM), and freestanding triboelectric-layer mode 

(FTM). The latter two modes are extensions of the former. (i) In the contact-separation TENG, 

there’s a small gap vertically between two triboelectric films with a large difference in electron 

negativity facing opposite to each other. By applying an external force, the gap is gradually 

reduced to zero and the two triboelectric films come into contact with each other, which 

generates electrically opposite charges on each contact surface. As the two surfaces 

contact/separate in the vertical direction, an electric potential will be reduced/generated across 

the two electrodes, making the electrons flow back and forth via an external circuit. In order to 

achieve the CSM, several configurations have been presented, such as the spring-assisted 

structure [62] in Fig. 4(a), the arc-shaped structure [63] in Fig. 4(b) and so on. (ii) The lateral-

sliding TENG shares the same starting position with the contact-separation one. Triboelectric 

charge is produced by sliding on two triboelectric surfaces. As can be seen from Fig. 1(c-ii), 

when the triboelectric layers in contact with each other begin to slide relatively, electric charge 

and potential difference are generated along the sliding direction, which drives the electrons on 

the top and bottom electrodes to flow in the external circuit to balance the potential difference 

generated by triboelectric charge. The lateral-sliding TENGs can be further divided into planar 

motion type [64], disc rotation type [65], and cylindrical rotation type [66], as illustrated in Fig. 
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4(c)-(e), according to their structural characteristics. It is noteworthy that the output 

performance of TENGs could be greatly enhanced through making parallel or radial grid 

electrodes in the LSM devices. (iii) Besides the aforementioned dual-electrode modes, the 

single-electrode TENGs have also attracted considerable attention, where the other electrode is 

connected to ground. Within a finite range of dimensions, the electric field distribution is bound 

to change when the top triboelectric layer is approaching to or departing from the bottom 

electrode. As a result, charge transfers back and forth between the bottom electrode and the 

ground so as to keep the potential balanced. The relative motion between the triboelectric layer 

and the electrode can be vertically contact-separation [67] or lateral-sliding [68, 69], shown in 

Fig. 4(f)-(g). (iv) The freestanding TENG is mainly composed of two stationary coplanar 

electrodes with a symmetric configuration and a free triboelectric layer without electrodes. The 

reciprocating motion of a charged object between two electrodes causes a change in the 

potential difference, which in turn drives the electrons to flow back and forth between the two 

electrodes through an external circuit to keep the potential balanced. The freestanding 

triboelectric-layer TENGs also have two typical configurations: contact-separation [70] and 

lateral sliding [71], as shown in Fig. 4(h)-(i).  

D. Thermoelectric effect  

Thermal energy is abundant in many domestic and industrial applications, such as engines, 

machines, and human bodies. Therefore, effective thermoelectric energy harvesters (TEH) are 

indispensable for the realization of energy sustainability. Thermoelectric energy harvesting has 

been extensively investigated as one of the promising mechanisms for energy conversion [72-

74]. As thermoelectric devices use the temperature difference between two surfaces, no moving 

parts are required in such generators, which allows them to be reliable, easy-to-implement and 

scalable. 

The Seebeck effect, discovered by T. J. Seebeck in 1821 [75], paved the foundation of TEH 

and is still the most widely used phenomenon in thermoelectric generation or cooling due to its 
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high output power and material versatility. The Seebeck effect is a phenomenon in which a 

voltage difference between two distinct electrical conductors or semiconductors is produced 

due to a temperature difference being applied, as illustrated in Fig.1(d). In thermoelectric 

devices, segments of p- and n-type doped materials, (e.g. appropriately doped bismuth telluride), 

are combined in a ‘Π’ structure (junctions of two materials with different Seebeck coefficients) 

to enhance the output power for a given temperature difference. In practice, TEHs consist of 

large numbers of junctions electrically in series and thermally in parallel, to enhance output 

voltage and spread heat flow, as shown in Fig.1(d-i). The efficiency of a TEH is characterized 

using the dimensionless figure of merit ZSET, defined as 

���� =  
��

��
�                               (4) 

where , � , �  and �  are the Seebeck coefficient, average absolute temperature of the 

thermoelectric materials, thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity [76]. The coefficient 

��/� is defined as the thermoelectric power factor. The theoretical maximum efficiency of a 

TEH, i.e. ����, can be written as a function of ���� and the temperature gradient �� = �� −

 �� between two surfaces (�� and cold ��), as 

����(��) =  
��

��
∙

���������

���������� ��⁄
                     (5) 

The output electrical power is then the heat flux times this efficiency. For telluride alloy 

TEHs, the ����  value is about 1. When operating at �� = 20  K and close to room 

temperature, the theoretical efficiency is around 1%. This illustrates the intrinsic low conversion 

efficiency of the harvester and the dependence of the operating condition. Many efforts have 

been dedicated to improving the figure of merit of thermoelectric materials [77, 78]. For 

sufficiently high figure of merit, the ultimate limit on TEH is the Carnot efficiency, ΔT/Th. It 

should be noted that enhancing heat flux is as important to maximizing electrical power as 

increasing TEH. 

In terms of application, TEHs are typically used in conditions where a distinct temperature 

difference is available or ambient temperature undergoes regular variation. In the first case, 
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devices are designed for waste heat recovery [79], harvesting human body heat for wearable 

sensors [80, 81], solar-driven thermoelectric generator [82-84], nuclear-powered TEHs in space 

[85], etc. Devices shown in Fig. 5 are typical structures for applications. Various considerations 

have driven research in TEHs, such as effective power management, wearability and flexibility. 

A high-performance flexible TEH was developed using screen printing as well as a laser multi-

scanning lift-off process, as shown in Fig. 5(b) [86]. Output of 4.8 mW/cm2 at �� = 25° was 

obtained, and the devices had no significant performance degradation under 8000 cycles 

repeated bending. 

In cases where the ambient temperature changes regularly, phase change materials (PCM) 

can be integrated with TEHs to create a spatial temperature difference. An example application 

in aircraft condition monitoring is illustrated in Fig.5(d)-(e), where a thermoelectric panel was 

combined with a container with phase change materials to harness the temperature variation 

during aircraft landing and take-off [87-89]. The temperature gradient between the PCM and 

the environment provides the energy source for the TEH. Similar devices and ideas have also 

been used in solar-driven TEH [90], self-powered environmental monitoring [91] and 

thermoelectric cooling [92]. 

E. Pyroelectric effect 

While thermoelectric materials can convert temperature gradients into electrical power, the 

pyroelectric effect generate electricity from temperature fluctuations [93]. Pyroelectric 

materials are polarized and exhibit a spontaneous polarization Ps without of an electric field. 

Pyroelectric behaviors originate from the polarization level which is governed by material 

temperature [94]. If the temperature increases (dT/dt> 0), the polarization level reduces, because 

the dipoles’ orientation is lost, and the amount of unbound charge on the surface reduces; 

electric currents are generated as a result. If the temperature is reduced (dT/dt < 0), the dipoles 

re-orientate, and a reverse current flow is produced, as shown in Fig.1(e) [95]. The governing 

equation between the generated current (ip), and the temperature gradient (dT/dt) is  
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�� =
��

��
= � ∙ � ∙

��

��
                            (6) 

where A is the material surface area and p is the pyroelectric coefficient, which can be written 

as  

� =
���

��
                                (7) 

where ��  is spontaneous polarization [96]. Pyroelectric harvesters are usually modelled as 

current sources. The net charge generated due to a temperature variation ΔT is 

� = ����                             (8) 

Since pyroelectric materials are commonly dielectric, their internal capacitance (C) can 

be represented as  

� =
����

�

�
                               (9) 

where ���
�  is the material permittivity in the polarization direction. The generated electrical 

energy in a capacitor is Q2/(2C). Therefore, the stored energy due to temperature variation is 

� =
�

�

��

���
� �ℎ(��)�                        (10) 

Pyroelectric materials generally do not need bulky heat sinks to generate a large 

temperature gradient due to their high conversion efficiency [97]. However, this effect requires 

temperature oscillation, which poses challenges in generating such a fluctuation. Natural 

temperature fluctuations are rare but exist in conditions with variable convection conditions 

[98], light irradiance variation [99, 100] or exhaust gas [101-103], as shown in Fig. 6(b) and 

(c). Electronics operating and switching between different modes can also provide temperature 

fluctuations [104]. The correlated challenge is the low-frequency feature of many such 

temperature oscillations, which would limit the energy generation performance compared to 

vibration energy harvesters. Mechanisms to increase the frequency of temperature oscillation 

would provide solutions, such as using oscillating heat sources [105], bi-metal materials [106] 

or liquid-based switchable interfaces [97, 107, 108], as shown in Fig.6(a), (d) and (e). 
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III. Hybrid Energy Harvesting Systems 

In the previous section, the operating principle for each conversion mechanism has been 

discussed. The integration of multiple conversion mechanisms in one design, as hybrid energy 

harvesters, is discussed in this section to investigate the necessity and benefits of such 

integration and to identify the current barriers and future research directions. 

A. Piezoelectric-electromagnetic (PE-EM) hybrid systems  

Piezoelectric and electromagnetic conversion mechanisms are commonly used to generate 

electricity from kinetic energy. The integration of these mechanisms has been the first attempt 

in hybrid energy harvesting to enhance energy generation capability and system power density. 

Enhancing and matching the electrical damping to the mechanical one is one of the intentions 

of such solutions to enhance the energy conversion efficiency in hybrid energy harvesters. 

Toyabur et al. developed a multimodal piezoelectric-electromagnetic hybrid harvester to 

harness broadband vibration energy sources, as shown in Fig.7(a) [109]. An improvement in 

output power was obtained using this hybrid method without significant increase in device size. 

Yang et al. developed a similar PE-EM hybrid harvester based on a cantilever beam structure; 

further efforts were made on developing the micro-machined coil design and fabrication to 

reduce added size and weight, as shown in Fig.7(b) [110]. To optimize the performance of such 

hybrid harvesters, Xia et al. studied the dynamics of such a hybrid topology in a dimensionless 

manner for different electrical boundary conditions, further illustrating the capability of hybrid 

energy harvesting in enhancing the output power and conversion efficiency. [111]. Li et al. 

studied the PE-EM hybrid harvester on a fixed-fixed beam design with a magnet proof mass in 

the beam center. The coupling effect was theoretically investigated, concluding that hybrid 

energy harvesting should be used with weak and medium coupling (electrical damping ratio < 

2×mechanical damping ratio) [112].  

In order to enhance the operational bandwidth, Mahmoudi et al. introduced nonlinear 

dynamics (mono-stable) into a hybrid harvester by applying repulsive magnetic forces on a 
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magnet in the center of a fixed-fixed beam [113]. Enhancement in power density, bandwidth 

and output power was obtained in the numerical study. Xia et al. developed a novel method for 

the typical PE-EM harvesters by adjusting the axial magnetic force, as shown in Fig. 7(d) [114]. 

A wide operation range from 26 Hz to 62 Hz was obtained. Multi-mode vibration can also 

provide enhanced bandwidth. Inspired by this, Xu et al. introduced a second magnetic oscillator 

between the tip magnet and coils in the cantilever-based harvester, as shown in Fig. 7(e) [115]. 

Hamid and Yuce developed a PE-EM harvester for wearable devices with the study of 

appropriate power management circuits [116]. Recently, Fan et al. developed a nonlinear hybrid 

energy harvester using a sliding magnet supported by repulsive forces in a tube with two fixed 

magnets on each end to excite a set of coils and two piezoelectric beams, as shown in Fig. 7(c) 

[117]. The harvester exhibited high energy generation capability for ultra-low frequency energy 

sources, such as handshaking. Li et al. developed a 0.33 W PE-EM hybrid energy harvester 

using a truss mechanism and a mechanical stopper to amplify the motion and to introduce 

frequency up-conversion and non-linearity into the system, as shown in Fig. 7(f) [118]. With 

the overall dimensions of 42×58×54 mm, the harvester generated 0.33 W peak power under the 

acceleration of 0.7g at 6.9 Hz. Yang and Cao presented a novel tri-stable hybrid harvester design 

to address the challenge of harnessing ultra-low level vibration energy sources, as shown in 

Fig.7(g) [119]. It is worth mentioning that the focus on nonlinear dynamics is more on 

broadening the operational bandwidth as in non-hybrid energy harvesters, rather than the 

synergy of piezoelectric and electromagnetic mechanisms; the lack of effective integration and 

synergy of different mechanism is also one of the common issues and shortcomings of most 

hybrid energy harvester works in the literature.  

In addition to vibration energy, efforts have also been made in converting other types of 

kinetic energy sources, such as airflow or sound, using hybrid energy harvesters. Dias et al. 

adopted a cantilever-based hybrid harvester to capture airflow energy by attaching an airfoil at 

the beam’s free end, as shown in Fig.8(a) [120]. Khan et al. developed a PE-EM harvester for 

acoustic energy harvesting, in which a Helmholtz resonator, a PE host with two permanent 
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magnets, and a set of coils located underneath the magnets were designed to convert the 

acoustic-induced vibration on the resonator into electricity, as shown in Fig.8(c) [121]. Iqbal 

and Khan combined the piezoelectric and electromagnetic conversions in a hybrid airflow and 

vibration energy harvester with an airfoil and tip magnet attached on a cantilever beam’s free 

end for bridge health monitoring applications (Fig.8(b)) [122]. A second adjustable beam was 

introduced to produce multi-mode vibrations that increase the operational bandwidth. Zhao et 

al. developed a water-proof PE-EM hybrid wind harvester by adopting a micro-turbine with 

reduced magnetic resistance torque, as shown in Fig.8(d) [123].    

Power management circuit design is another critical challenge for hybrid energy harvesting. 

Outputs in alternating current form are typical for piezoelectric and electromagnetic harvesters. 

Rectification, energy storage and voltage stabilization are necessary to accumulate collected 

charges on a single storage. As discussed earlier, PEHs typically exhibit high output impedance 

due to low capacitance and operating frequency. High output voltage and low output current 

are the characteristics of PEHs because of this high output impedance. However, EMEHs 

generate high output current and low voltage due to the low impedance of in the coils. The 

distinct output differences between PEHs and EMEHs result in great challenges for effective 

interface design for hybrid harvesters. The straightforward solution is to design rectification 

and storage units for the piezoelectric and electromagnetic harvesters individually and to drive 

a load simultaneously, as shown in Fig.9(a) [124]. A detailed design in how to implement such 

a power management system and the potential mechanisms to enhance the efficiency were 

presented in [125] , as shown in Fig.9(b). However, the separate interfaces limit the efficiency 

of the power management circuits. To tackle this issue, Chamanian et al. developed an efficient 

interface of hybrid harvesters to synergistically manage power from EM and PE sources [126]. 

The functional blocks and operation mechanism are depicted in Fig.9(c) and (d). Compared to 

conventional systems, the functions of energy integration and extraction are synchronized and 

implemented at the harvester interface. Synchronous energy integration was obtained through 

what the authors call an “investment time manager”. This unit extracts charge from the EM 
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harvester and injects it synchronously into the PEH to increase the damping force, thus realizing 

the high efficiency synchronous electric charge extraction (SECE) without the need for an 

external power supply.  

Other interface solutions for multiple energy sources, including vibration, thermal and light, 

have also been investigated to enhance the energy harvesting conversion efficiency [127, 128]. 

However, compared to the mechanical design of hybrid energy harvesters, power management 

circuit design for hybrid harvesters is still under-developed. Interfaces that can be adapted to 

different specific operating frequencies with improved conversion efficiency over a large 

amplitude range are one necessary development for the advancement of hybrid PE-EM energy 

harvesters. 

PE-EM hybrid energy harvesters have been investigated extensively in terms of structural 

design, but lack of synergy to amplify the advantages of both piezoelectric and electromagnetic 

conversion in one hybrid design is one of the issues. Most of the current publications are either 

on adding two conversions independently or on studying other nonlinear dynamics which could 

also work in a non-hybrid system. Power management circuits are the second key issue due to 

the significant difference between PEH and EMEH. More effective solutions to manage two 

power sources effectively are of great importance to make PE-EM hybrid harvesters more 

advantageous. 

B. Piezoelectric-triboelectric (PE-TE) hybrid systems  

The piezoelectric and triboelectric effects are two different mechanical-to-electrical energy 

conversion approaches. Under an external mechanical force, the TENG produces a charge 

potential difference on the material surfaces during contact and separation processes of the two 

triboelectric materials, whereas the PEH generates internal potential difference across the 

piezoelectric material during stretching and compressing processes. On this basis, these two 

effects present some common operational characteristics in response to mechanical vibration, 

deflection and compression, which can be further combined as a hybrid energy harvesting 
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system to enhance energy output. Some promising designs have been illustrated by integrating 

the piezoelectric and triboelectric mechanisms with separated or shared material components.  

When an external force is applied to an appropriate configuration, such as arc-shape, r-

shape, parallel-plate, etc., both the deformation and contact friction of the materials will occur 

at the same time as shown in Fig.10(a). Therefore, it is straightforward to achieve cooperative 

operation of piezoelectric and triboelectric materials in the form of vertically stacked layers by 

a single press-and-release process. Jung et al. [129] presented an arc-shaped PE-TE hybrid 

generator using Au/Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) /Au sandwiched layers on the top as the 

PEH, and PTFE/Al layers on the bottom as the contact-separation type TENG, where the 

organic ferroelectric PVDF is the piezoelectric material, and the common electrode Au is shared 

as the bottom electrode of the PEH and a driving electrode of the TENG. When an external 

force is applied, the PVDF gains a tensile stress and generates a positive piezoelectric potential, 

and electrons flow between the sandwiched electrodes. In the meantime, the friction between 

the common Au electrode and the bottom PTFE layer is induced, and a charge transfer occurs 

since the PTFE tends to gain electrons with respect to the Au due to triboelectric effect. Similar 

PE-TE hybrid systems have been reported by a few groups [130-133] with varied contact-and-

separation configurations and functional materials. Overall, the piezoelectricity can be 

generated by deformation of the piezoelectric material itself during a press-and-release process, 

and meanwhile can be enhanced from the electric charges generated by triboelectric effect. 

Recently, some pioneering works have shown that the piezoelectric and triboelectric effects 

can coexist in one functional material and interact on each other, which opens a new way of 

improving the performance hybrid PE-TE devices. Suo et al. [134] mixed ferroelectric barium 

titanate (BTO) nanoparticles (NPs) into a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) polymer matrix, 

forming a BTO/PDMS composite film, which generated higher performance than a pure PDMS 

film. It is observed that the addition of BTO NPs with positive polarization will enhance the 

contribution of piezoelectricity. On the contrary, the reverse polarization reduces voltage output 

of the composite film because of the mutual cancellation of piezoelectricity and triboelectricity. 
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Thereafter, functional materials with both piezoelectric and triboelectric effects have been 

reported regularly. Karumuthil et al. [135] prepared composite films using zinc oxide (ZnO), 

exfoliated graphene oxide (EGO) and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in PDMS 

along with a hybrid operation mechanism based on both PE and TE characteristics. Qian et al. 

[136] reported a PDMS/ZnO nanoflakes/3D Gr heterostructure-based hybrid harvester (in 

Fig.10(b)), simultaneously exploiting the piezoelectric effect and triboelectrification, resulting 

in an ultrahigh power density of 6.22 mW/cm2. Chowdhury et al. [137] reported a piezoelectric 

PVDF film mixed with ZnO nanowires (NWs) and MWCNT, while the PDMS-PTFE co-

polymers is acted as a triboelectric layer on thin Al film. Guo et al. [138] electrospun silk fibroin 

and PVDF nanofibers on conductive fabric to fabricate piezoelectric reinforced TENG 

composite film. The device acted as a self-powered cloth-like sensor and was integrated with 

the wearers’ clothes. These works indicated that the triboelectric and piezoelectric effect can be 

simultaneously induced through the modification of a composite film. 

The focus of the above works is mainly on improving the cooperativity of the piezoelectric 

and triboelectric materials. They did not focus on the utilization of the external kinetic energy 

sources in the form of vibrations, wind flows or water waves, etc. It is known that a resonant-

based spring-mass configuration is normally employed to harvest vibration energy with high 

efficiency at the condition when the resonant frequency is matched with the environmental 

vibrations. Therefore, additional requirements of low operating frequency and wide bandwidth 

are preferred. By integrating piezoelectric and triboelectric materials on a structure, 

piezoelectricity and triboelectricity can be generated by a single tensile-compressive process of 

the piezoelectric material and contact-separation process of the triboelectric material in 

response to an external vibration. Han et al. [139] presented a low-frequency and wideband 

hybrid harvester, which produce both piezoelectric and triboelectric outputs by the use of an 

array of piezoelectric PVDF cantilevers periodical impacting with the bottom triboelectric 

PDMS film. Similarly, Singh and Khare developed an impact-based PE-TE harvester using 

PVDF and Zno, as shown in Fig.11(a) [140]. The shared Al electrode acts not only as a bottom 
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electrode of the piezoelectric layer but also as a driving electrode of the triboelectric layer. Li 

et al. [141] made use of the impacts via an amplitude stopper with TENG patch, and the force 

magnification effect of a truss mechanism with a PEH patch to achieve larger voltage and wide 

bandwidth (in Fig.11(b)). There are also some wind harvesters that implement piezoelectric and 

triboelectric effects simultaneously. Chen et al. [142] proposed a hybrid wind energy harvester 

based on the vortex shedding effect (in Fig.11(c)). The specific design of flapping blade and 

spindle-shaped frames is able to boost the output of a PVDF cantilever and the triboelectric 

effect between the PDMS on the inner surface of the frames and the Al on the flexible cantilever. 

In 2019, Z. L. Wang's group introduced a hybrid PE-TE rotational wind harvester by integrating 

a bimorph-based PEH into a one-end-fixed TENG [143]. As shown in Fig.11(d), at the bottom 

of the rotor shaft there is a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film rotating with the rotating shaft, 

and the bottom of the device uniformly distributes three sets of piezoelectric and triboelectric 

composite transducer sheets along the circumference. Driven by the top wind cup, the PET film 

sequentially slides the surrounding composite transducer sheet to generate piezoelectric and 

triboelectric signals.  

C. Electromagnetic-triboelectric (EM-TE) hybrid systems 

Typically, the relative movement of the magnet and coil in an EMEH can be realized by a 

number of structures, but these fall into three main categories, i.e. resonant, nonresonant, and 

rotational structures. During the movement of the structures, the TENG can be integrated and 

actuated to scavenge energy from the contact-separation and sliding friction between two 

triboelectric materials. By combining these two energy harvesting schema, more electricity can 

potentially be generated from one mechanical movement. It is also noted that the difference of 

their output characteristics affects the electric charging characteristics. In cases where 

harvesters are used to charge a capacitor as an energy store, the output voltage of the harvester 

determines the maximum charge level of a capacitor (in the absence of a voltage converting 

interface circuit), while the charging speed is determined by the generated current. Because of 
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the high voltage and low current outputs of the TENG, a capacitor can be charged directly up 

to tens or hundreds of volts, although typically at the cost of a long charging time. On the other 

hand, the EMEH generates low voltage (often several volts) but high current, so a capacitor can 

be charged quickly but reaches saturation within a short charging time [144, 145]. Therefore, 

some researchers have sought to combine TENG and EMEH in one hybrid device, to gain the 

advantages of both. However, in a number of application scenarios, the EMEH and TENG 

cannot easily share power processing circuits. The other important issues to consider are the 

efficiency of rectification from typically AC harvester outputs to the DC needed for charging 

capacitors or batteries, the impedance match between the circuit load and the EMEH or TENG, 

as well as the effects of parasitic capacitances; all these make combining the outputs more 

complex. 

For the resonant-based structures, there are a variety of implementation mechanisms to 

form the EM-TE hybrid system, such as spring-mass, deflected-membrane, and magnetic-

floating structures. As shown in Fig.12(a) and (b), two similar broadband EM-TE hybrid 

harvesters have been reported by using a magnetic proof mass connected with a polymer spring 

[146] and a copper spring [147], separately. The electromagnetic coils are located on the top or 

surrounding the movable magnet. The two triboelectrically opposite materials (PTFE/Indium-

Tin-Oxide (ITO) and Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP)/Cu) are integrated with the movable 

magnet and the top or bottom base substrate, respectively. As the spring structure together with 

the magnetic mass is oscillated, the change of the magnetic flux across the coil will be 

introduced. In the meantime, the triboelectric film covered on the magnet surface will impact 

with the bottom triboelectric layer periodically. Therefore, in one complete oscillation, the 

device generates electromagnetic and triboelectric outputs, simultaneously, which acquires not 

only higher energy conversion efficiency but also broadening of the operating bandwidth. In 

Fig.12(c), Chen et al. [148] presented a hybrid harvester using a freestanding magnet and spring 

structure, which is able to harvest in-plane vibration from arbitrary directions by the EMEH. 

Besides, it can detect the vibration direction from periodical or pulse movement based on the 
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eight-petal electrodes of the TENG. In addition to the direct use of the spring structure, there 

are some schemes that adopt deflected-membrane structures [149]. In Fig.12(d), Wang et al. 

[150] developed a hybrid harvester integrating an EMEH and a TENG for harvesting wind 

energy simultaneously. As the middle vibrating FEP film is moved up and down by wind flow, 

it will contact with the up and bottom electrodes, resulting in electron flow from the TENG part. 

Meanwhile, due to the distance change between the vibrating magnets on the middle film and 

the coils on the up and bottom bases, the EMEH parts can deliver output current/voltage, 

simultaneously.  

In order to efficiently harvest low frequency human motion energy, Seol et al. [151] 

employed a magnetic-floating structure, which was embedded into an EM-TE hybrid system, 

as shown in Fig.12(e). The oscillating magnet is suspended in the tube by dual-directional 

magnetic repulsive forces. The change of magnetic flux of the floating magnet induces an 

electrical current in the surrounding coils of the EMEH part. Meanwhile, the sliding friction 

between the magnet and sidewall induces contact electrification in the TENG part. By 

employing a similar magnetic-floating structure, Salauddin et al. [152, 153] designed a 

Halbach-array magnetic frame as the floating oscillator, as shown in Fig.12(f). A bobbin wound 

with copper coil was positioned inside the hollow oscillator to form the EMEH component. The 

Al electrode was attached to the outside surface of the oscillator frame, and the microstructured 

PTFE film was attached to the inside sidewall of the housing. The TENG component delivers 

an output signal during the sliding friction of the two triboelectric materials. The fabricated 

hybrid EM-TE harvester exhibited much higher power output than similar reported works. 

The above mentioned resonant structures tend to be ineffective for harvesting low 

frequency and random vibrations, such as human motion or water waves. Therefore, rolling 

cylinders or rolling balls have been widely adopted to form the non-resonant structures [154]. 

In Fig.13(a), Wang et al. [155] proposed a water-wave energy harvesting device integrated with 

TENG and EMEH components. The TENG component consists of a set of Al rolling rods and 

PTFE film coated with copper interdigital electrodes. In the EMEH component, the motion of 
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copper coil array was guided by four steel rods in between the top and bottom magnet array. 

The hybrid generator can maximize energy conversion efficiency at quite low frequencies of 

less than 1.8 Hz and broaden the operating frequency, simultaneously. Recently, Wang et al. 

[156] and Hao et al. [157] have both employed the rolling of a magnetic cylinder on a platform 

with interdigital electrodes and coils to form a two-dimensional and ultra-low frequency water-

wave energy harvester, as illustrated in Fig.13(b) and (c). The unique magnetic cylinder design 

enabled the TENG and EMEH easily to be driven and adapted well to the randomness of water 

waves. In order to power wearable electronic devices in health monitoring, Maharjan et al. [158, 

159] presented a wearable hybrid EM-TE harvesting wristband from low-frequency human 

wrist-motion (Fig.13(d)). The device employed a freely moving magnetic ball inside a hollow 

circular tube. The total output performance was greatly improved by the fabrication of 

microstructures on the magnetic ball, nanorods on the tube inner surface and the flux 

concentrating material integrated with the coil. 

Remarkably, there is a considerable number of hybrid harvesters working in rotational 

mode. Chen et al. [144] and Zhang et al. [160] have demonstrated rotating-disk-based EM-TE 

hybrid generators for scavenging rotational energy, as shown in Fig.13(e). The rotating structure 

consisted of a rotor and a stator, so as to induce relative movement between the positive and 

negative triboelectric materials, as well as the magnets and coils. Previous studies on a wind-

driven hybrid generator using rotating-sleeve structures have been reported by Qian et al. [161] 

and Cao et al. [162] (Fig.13(f)). Waterwheel-like hybrid generators have been reported for 

harvesting rotational energy [163, 164]. The authors used the integrated cylindrical surface and 

coupled magnets in rolling cylinders with copper coils to form EMEH and TENG, 

simultaneously.  

D. Piezoelectric-electromagnetic-triboelectric (PE-EM-TE) hybrid system  

On the basis of the dual-hybrid systems integrating PE-EM, PE-TE, and EM-TE 

mechanisms, researchers are exploring the possibility of triple-hybrid energy harvesting 
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systems. This could be a promising route to further improve output performance by hybridizing 

the PE-EM-TE harvesting mechanisms in one device.  

In Fig.14(a), He et al. [165] investigated a low-frequency PE-EM-TE hybrid broadband 

vibration energy harvester by using three layers of spring-mass structures. A PVDF film 

attached with magnet is suspended in the middle layer to generate electricity based on the 

piezoelectric and electromagnetic mechanisms. The top and bottom suspended PDMS layers 

are used to generate electricity by periodic contact-separation with the Cu electrode based on 

triboelectric effect. At the acceleration of 0.5g and vibration frequency of 20 Hz, the maximum 

power outputs of the PEH, EMEH and TENG are 41, 66.5 and 4.6 μW at their matched load 

resistances of 800 kΩ, 343 Ω and 1.4 MΩ, respectively. By hybridizing PE-EM-TE mechanism, 

the whole device can not only harvest vibration energy over a wide bandwidth, but also achieve 

enhanced output.  

Besides employing conventional mechanical suspension structures like springs or 

cantilevers, He et al. [166] reported a hybridized PE-EM-TE generator employing a core 

magnetic floating structure with a higher vibration sensitivity (Fig.14(b)). Below 20 Hz, the 

bottom and top EMEH produced a peak power of 38 and 36 mW, respectively, while the bottom 

and top PEH generated a peak power of 105 and 122 mW, respectively. The TENG delivered 

an insignificant peak power of 78 μW compared to the other two components.  

In addition to collecting vibration energy by resonant suspension structures, Koh et al. [167] 

demonstrated a self-powered inertial sensor with non-resonant magnetic rolling balls inside a 

hollow shell, as shown in Fig.14(c). The inner surface of the shell was coated with multilayers 

of PTFE, PVDF and Al films and the outside of the shell was wound with wire coils, so as to 

harvest energy using PE-EM-TE hybrid effects from three-dimensional vibration, rotation and 

random human motion. The device was demonstrated to detect acceleration along the x, y and 

z axes and angular velocity along the roll, pitch and yaw axes, which showed potential 

application towards human motion recognition for healthcare monitoring.  
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To efficiently harvest wind energy, an ultra-compact and miniaturized windmill generator 

is illustrated in [168] based on the hybrid effects of TENG, PEH, and EMEH. At a wind speed 

of 6 m/s, the hybridized flexible blades of TENG and PEH generated maximal power of 1.67 

and 1.38 mW at optimal loads of 10 MΩ and 330 KΩ, respectively. Simultaneously, the 

multipole-magnets of EMEH obtained a maximal power of 269 mW at 180 Ω. The authors 

demonstrated the feasibility of self-powered wireless sensor nodes from train movement-

induced wind flow. 

E. Other hybrid energy harvesting systems 

Energy sources such as light, heat and vibrations co-exist in most conditions, and some of 

them may have limited accessibility and availability in certain cases. Take human beings as an 

example. Motion will be abundant when people are exercising or travelling but will be limited 

when at rest. Other energy sources, e.g. thermal or light energy, would provide an alternative. 

Therefore, in order to implement a resilient power supply, researchers have been investigating 

hybrid energy harvesting solutions that adopt multiple energy sources in one device [169-172]. 

Gambier et al. developed a hybrid harvester with layers of flexible solar pannel, piezoceramic, 

thin-film battery layers and a thermoelectric generator to harness multiple energy sources [173]. 

The flexible composite cantilever has approximate dimensions of 93 × 25 × 1.5 mm while the 

TEH is 30.5 × 33 × 4.1 mm. A thin-film battery (1 mAh) was able to be fully charged in 20 

min using for a 223 W/m2 solar irradiance, in 40 min for a 31 ◦C temperature difference and in 

8 h for a 0.5g and 56.4 Hz acceleration base input. Tan and Panda presented a hybrid harvester 

from indoor light and thermal energy with a shared power management circuit [169]. An 

average output power of 620 µW was harvested at 1010 lux indoor solar irradiance of and a 10 

K temperature gradient, which tripled the power that can be obtained by the thermal harvester. 

Yan and Yin developed a hybrid solar system that combines photovoltaic and thermoelectric 

mechanisms in a single device, as shown in Fig.15(a) [170]. Ambrosio et al. studied the 

combination of piezoelectric transducers, solar cells and a radio frequency (RF) antenna for 
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multiple energy source harvesting, with a conclusion that the RF power at 2.4 GHz is very 

limited compared to solar and vibration sources [124]. Chen et al. presented a lightweight, 

flexible and foldable hybrid energy harvesting solution for wearable applications by harnessing 

both light and kinetic energy [174]. Photovoltaic textile fabricated from lightweight polymer 

fibers and fiber based TE generators are combined to create a smart fabric with a thickness of 

320 µm. This hybrid energy harvesting textile (4 × 5 cm) had an average output power of 67 

µW under sunlight in the presence of human motion and wind blowing. An example of such 

wearable smart textile is shown in Fig. 15(b) [175]. Bito et al. designed a hybrid solar and EM 

energy harvesting powered communication system (2.4 GHz ISM band) with a dual-port 

antenna, a solar cell, a power management unit and a controlling unit, as shown in Fig.15(e) 

[176]. The cold-start capability and low-power wireless sensing capability were experimentally 

validated. Yang et al. developed a hybrid harvester for self-powered condition monitoring of 

power grids, in which energy sources, including magnetic, thermoelectric and vibration, were 

adopted to provide a robust power supply [177]. A power management circuit for three energy 

sources was developed to convert the input energy into a DC output to energize a wireless 

sensor node.  

Akan et al. explored hybrid energy harvesting technology on the system level for self-

powered IoT devices, where they illustrated the physical model of a representative IoT 

application in the smart grid infrastructure, enabled by a hybrid energy harvester [178]. The 

harvester prolonged the lifetime of the IoT network using multiple energy sources in the vicinity 

of the device. Wang et al. integrated light energy harvesting with wireless power transfer for 

hybrid wireless sensor networks [179]. A three-level network consisting of solar-powered, 

wireless-powered and mobile charger-powered nodes was studied to identify the number of 

sensors and locations for different energy sources and to obtain energy balance with the whole 

system.   

Using one type of material to harvest multiple energy sources is another direction in hybrid 

energy harvesting. This is enabled by some materials that can provide both piezoelectric and 
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pyroelectric effects [180]. Piezoelectric materials can generate electrical energy from 

mechanical strain, whereas pyroelectric materials generate electricity from temperature 

fluctuations. Since all pyroelectrics are piezoelectric, hybrid harvesters combining both 

piezoelectric and pyroelectric effects have been attempted to harness both temperature variation 

and applied stress. Kang and Yeatman presented a hybrid energy harvester using PZT-5H 

materials coated on a bi-metal beam, as shown in Fig.15(c) [105, 181]. A temperature oscillation 

was generated by an oscillating heat source to mimic the temperature changes in typical 

electronic chips. A bi-metal strip was adopted to generate mechanical deformation due to the 

variation of temperature to activate the piezoelectric effect. The human body is a location where 

motion and thermal gradients co-exist. Lee et al. developed a stretchable and flexible 

piezoelectric-pyroelectric harvester using micro-patterned piezoelectric polymer films, as 

shown in Fig.15(d) [182]. An enhanced performance was obtained by synchronizing the 

piezoelectric and pyroelectric dynamics by stretching-compressing and heating-cooling the 

materials in a controller manner, which means the frequency or phase of mechanical and 

thermal excitations have to be the same. As discussed by Sebald et al., in such a hybrid energy 

harvester design, the frequencies of temperature variation and mechanical vibration might be 

different, where the output voltages from both effects can be canceled in some conditions due 

to phase mismatching [183]. Appropriate power management circuit design and optimization 

are necessary to deal with this conflict. Mechanical vibration and changing magnetic field can 

be harnessed using a mass-spring-damper system with a permanent magnet as the proof mass 

[184, 185]. Xu et al. presented a hybrid harvester using a piezoelectric cantilever beam with a 

magnetostrictive substrate to simultaneously collect the energy from mechanical motions and 

the magnetic field [184].  

Designing power management circuits is of great importance to regulate electricity from 

different energy sources effectively into a form for sensing purposes. Katic et al. presented a 

dual-source power management interface that collects energy from a TEG and a implanted 

glucose biofuel cell [127]. The device performed a conversion efficiency of 89.5% (peak) at 66 
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μW and the efficiency is over 80% if the power input is more than 9 μW. The interface can 

operate normally while the input voltages are over 10 mV for TEH and 30 mV for the glucose 

biofuel cell. The high conversion efficiency and low input voltage requirement allow such an 

interface to be practical in implantable applications. Bandyopadhyay and Chandrakasan 

designed a power management interface for energy sources including solar, thermal and 

vibration [128]. A dual-path structure was used, enhancing the peak efficiency of 11-13% over 

the conventional two-stage method. A reconfigurable switch matrix that combines energy from 

photovoltaic, thermoelectric and piezoelectric conversions is implemented with the capability 

of handling a wide range of input voltage (20 mV- 5 V). Lhermet et al. developed a micropower 

architecture for harvesting thermal and RF energy [186]. An efficient power management and 

storage interface was realized with a 27 µA charge current and a 12 pA standby current. Bito et 

al. presented a RF/photovoltaic harvesting unit with an ultra-low input power requirement of 

−25 dBm (3 μW) [187].  

In summary, a more resilient power supply can be achieved by harnessing different energy 

sources within one device. This has been explored by researchers for different energy sources 

in different applications. The challenges in hybrid energy harvesters include effective synergy 

of different conversion mechanisms to enhance the system performance, while maintaining the 

design compactness, and development of power management circuits that can handle different 

types of generated power with high efficiency. Advances in materials, system design and low-

power electronics would be also beneficial to the development of hybrid energy harvesting 

systems. 

IV. Performance Comparison and Discussions 

In the previous section, we have introduced many specific examples of hybrid energy 

harvesting approaches. By adopting different structural configurations and materials from 

different energy sources, the hybrid generators exhibited various output characteristics. As the 

current research on hybrid systems is still in its infancy, it is hard to make quantitative analyses 
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or comparative evaluations between different solutions. However, we can still find their 

common ground, make some qualitative comparisons, and provide inspiration for future 

investigation. In this section, the characteristics of the reported hybrid systems in configuration 

design and material selection will be summarized and explored, as well as the output 

performance under different excitation conditions. 

PE-EM hybrid harvesters are mostly designed for vibration energy harvesting, but there 

are cases where this type is also used in harvesting human motion [116, 117], airflow [120, 122] 

and acoustic [121] energy sources, as summarized in Table I. The typical structure is a cantilever 

beam coated with piezoelectric material with a tip magnet [188]. A coil is placed near the tip 

magnet, and the configuration between the coil and tip magnet is either in the approaching-

separation mode (ASM) [109, 119] or horizontal-sliding mode (HSM) [118] depending on the 

range of motion for the tip magnet. The HSM configuration is preferred in conditions where a 

large motion range is provided by the moving magnet. In order to enhance the bandwidth, 

nonlinear dynamics or multi-mode vibration are adopted. In addition to the cantilever structure, 

free-sliding magnets in a tube or guided rail are another common design for low-frequency 

motion energy harvesting. The sliding magnet introduces magnetic flux changes in coils and 

excites piezoelectric elements either by magnet forces [117] or direct impacts [116]. By 

integrating an airfoil with the cantilever structure, harvesters have also been developed to 

collect airflow energy [120, 122]. For PE-EM harvesters, the other critical challenge is to design 

effective power management circuits. As the publications in the literature are few, this 

comparison will be provided later, along with other types of hybrid harvesters. This also 

indicates that more efforts are needed in developing appropriate power management solutions 

for hybrid systems. 

Table II shows a comparison of the reported PE-TE hybrid systems. From the perspective 

of energy sources, there are a lot of studies focused on the integration of piezoelectric and 

triboelectric materials with separated or shared electrodes. These simply apply an external force 
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on the deformable laminated structures, such as arc-shape, r-shape or parallel plate, to achieve 

the deformation of the piezoelectric material, i.e., PVDF, and the contact-separation of the 

triboelectric materials, i.e., Al, Au, Cu, and PDMS, PTFE [129-133]. Normally the hybrid 

maximum power density is less than tens of mW/cm2 by an external force of less than ten 

Newtons with frequency less than 5 Hz. The output power of the piezoelectric part is generally 

higher than the triboelectric part with the same dimension area, while the higher output voltage 

is mainly contributed by the triboelectric part. There are also some studies that achieved the 

PE-TE dual effect through the synthesis of composite materials, such as PDMS mixed with 

piezoelectric nano-particles or nano-fibers [134-138]. These works further expand the hybrid 

concept and provide new solutions for the hybrid systems. Nevertheless, the output 

performances of these hybrid PE-TE materials still need to be improved. Considering the 

utilization of environmental energy sources, application of external direct forces is generally 

not a suitable energy scenario. Therefore, researchers have developed spring-mass-stopper 

structures to collecting vibration energy, windmill blades to harness rotation energy, and 

flapping blades to harvest wind energy, which are more common in nature [139, 141-143]. Both 

the piezoelectric and triboelectric mechanisms can be realized with shared structural 

components. The authors have adopted these smart structures to achieve not only good 

mechanical characteristics, such as wide bandwidth, but also high electrical performance. It 

could be found that the output power of a hybrid PE-TE system is generally improved compared 

to a single piezoelectric or triboelectric device separately.  

According to the characteristics of different vibration sources, various EM-TE hybrid 

harvesters have been developed to take advantage of the electromagnetic and triboelectric 

effects simultaneously in one single device. The working modes and output performances of 

the reported EM-TE hybrid systems are summarized in Table III. For instance, resonant-based 

spring-mass configurations are commonly used to harness vibrations with frequencies larger 

than 10 Hz [146-148]. To harvest ultra-low frequency vibrations of less than 5 Hz, such as 

human motion or water waves, nonlinear or non-resonant moving-mass configurations are 
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frequently implemented [152, 155-157, 159]. The common feature of these designs is that they 

use a magnetic mass or slider with surrounding fixed coils in approaching-separation or 

horizontal-sliding modes to generate the electromagnetic effect. The triboelectric effect is also 

induced during the mass movement in contact-separation, lateral-sliding or freestanding 

triboelectric-layer mode. To harvest rotation or wind flow energy, a rotating disk [144] or sleeve 

[161, 162] is used as a rotor to generate the relative motion, with the magnets and coils 

separately positioned at the rotor and the stator in HSM, while the triboelectric materials are 

usually arranged in LSM or FTM. For the above EM-TE hybrid systems, they share common 

moving mass or rotor components to simultaneously induce both electromagnetic and 

triboelectric effects. According to the output power and estimated dimensions from the 

references, the output power densities are calculated and normalized. It is found that the power 

densities of the EMEHs and TENGs are normally at the several or tens of μW/cm3 level. 

Generally speaking, the power output of the EMEH part is usually higher than that of the TENG 

part, but at the cost of larger volume. Due to different electromagnetic and triboelectric 

integration schemes and structural configurations, as well as energy source conditions, it is hard 

to define which part contributes more to the same device. By the superimposition of the 

electromagnetic and triboelectric effects, the overall power output performance is mostly 

improved.  

Table IV lists the triple-hybrid energy harvesting systems. The structural configurations 

are usually the superposition of the previous dual-hybrid configurations with piezoelectric, 

electromagnetic, and triboelectric effects. Under these circumstances, the output power could 

be mainly contributed by one or two energy conversion effects. It indicates that some energy 

conversion effect may not contribute enough energy to the hybrid device, but it may be 

conductive to improving the charging efficiency of a capacitor or acting as a self-powered 

sensing unit. It is still challenging to contribute considerable energy by three types of energy 

conversion effects in one hybrid energy harvesting system. 
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Integrating different conversion mechanisms, such as photovoltaic, thermoelectric and 

piezoelectric, is also well presented in the literature to harness different energy sources, as 

summarized in Table V. Although more reliable power sources can be provided in hybrid 

systems, most studies put together different functional materials with limited synergy. 

Harvesting different energy sources using one conversion mechanism is one of the special ideas 

presented in the literature, such as using PZT ceramics to harness both vibration and thermal 

energies by piezoelectric and pyroelectric effects [105] or harnessing vibration and magnetic 

energy using a piezoelectric beam with a magnetostrictive mass [184].  

Power management circuits are essential but challenging tasks for hybrid energy 

harvesting. Compared to the mechanical design and material synthesis, research on designing 

appropriate circuits for different hybrid systems is under-developed. Table VI summarizes the 

performance of the power management circuits presented in the literature for hybrid energy 

harvesters. This performance varies significantly for different energy sources and input 

conditions. It is indicated that no universal solutions are available now for different hybrid 

energy harvesters, but some common architectures or mechanisms have been demonstrated, 

such as inductor/converter sharing [126, 189], maximum power point tracking [169, 171], or 

synchronous control [128, 186]. It is worth noting that the conversion efficiency in Table VI is 

just the conversion efficiency of the power management circuits rather than the efficiency for 

the whole energy harvesting system. The overall system-level efficiency will generally be 

substantially lower. The component- or system-level conversion efficiency and fundamental 

methods have been discussed in [190, 191]. In summary, conversion efficiency enhancement, 

electronic component count reduction and power loss reduction can all be realized in a power 

management circuit by designing the system in a holistic manner. 

V. Application Prospects for Hybrid Energy Harvesting Systems  

This section presents some tentative application areas for hybrid energy harvesters. The 

utilization of renewable hybrid energy sources, in the forms of light, heat, wind, wave, 
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vibration, human motion, bioenergy, RF, radiation, etc., provides promising and long-term 

solutions for realizing self-sustained electronics, self-powered smart WSN systems and IoT 

devices in diverse applications. Application prospects for hybrid energy harvesting systems, 

will be generally discussed, including infrastructure health monitoring, industrial condition 

monitoring, smart transportation, human healthcare monitoring, marine monitoring, and 

aerospace engineering, as shown in Fig. 16.  

A. Infrastructure health monitoring 

There is consensus on the importance of monitoring and managing the health of civil 

infrastructure systems, e.g. water conservancy, power and communication facilities, roadway, 

railway, bridge, tunnel, buildings, agricultural facilities and environmental monitoring systems 

[192]. The arrangement of a large number of wireless sensor nodes for infrastructure health 

monitoring, which enables continuous detection or event-driven emergency response to long-

term fatigue and instability, accidents, operational incidents, and natural hazards, which may 

ultimately save lives and reduce downtime and economy losses.  

Since the infrastructure systems are normally in an outdoor environment, there are 

abundant renewable energy sources available besides traditional batteries or wired power 

supplies, for example, solar, wind flow, rain drop and RF energy. Up to now, we have seen the 

hybridization of energy harvesting systems from single or multiple energy sources with hybrid 

energy conversion mechanisms [193-196]. Qian and Jing [161] reported a wind-driven 

hybridized EM-TE harvester and a solar cell for self-powered condition monitoring of natural 

disasters. A temperature sensor and a vibration sensor were adopted for fire detection and 

earthquake monitoring, respectively. Liu et al. [195] developed a thermoelectric and 

electromagnetic hybrid energy harvester from fluid motion and temperature variation in an 

irrigating systems. In an intelligent agriculture irrigation system, various sensor nodes or 

monitors, e.g., temperature sensors and flow meters, can be integrated with the power supply 

from renewable energy harvesters. Further efforts are still needed to support the long-term self-
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powered WSN applications for smart buildings, intelligent agriculture, structural health 

monitoring, security and facility monitoring, environmental monitoring, and so on. 

B. Industry condition monitoring 

It is generally known that condition monitoring is necessary for modern production and 

manufacturing processes, especially for smart factories in Industry 4.0 (the fourth technological 

revolution) in the future. Since industry cannot afford any unexpected downtime caused by 

machine malfunction, condition monitoring systems feedback a series of parameters of the 

machinery (vibration, temperature, voltage, current, etc.) to allow early detection and 

identification of machine and system irregularities in real time. More than this, these machine 

health insights result in improved efficiency, accelerating the path to Industry 4.0. WSNs have 

the advantages of high flexibility and low power consumption in realizing real-time remote 

condition monitoring. Hybrid energy harvesting technologies collect the unused energy from 

machines or the ambient environments to power the sensor nodes, avoiding the expensive cost 

and difficult task of recharging or replacing batteries especially at the remote or inaccessible 

conditions [197]. He et al. [166] reported a hybridized PE-EM-TE vibrational energy harvesting 

device with high power output. The device was integrated into a wireless sensor of temperature 

and vibration, so as to monitor the bearing condition to avoid mechanical fatigue or overload. 

It is of great importance to the application of the industry IoTs in the future. Yang et al. [177] 

presented a magnetic, piezoelectric and thermoelectric hybrid energy harvester from the 

industry power equipment, which provides a steady DC output voltage that was fed into a 

ZigBee sensor to keep it operational without downtime.  

C. Smart transportation 

Electrification and autonomous driving are the current trends for transportation, especially 

for the automotive industry. Sensors and electronics will be embedded within structures on a 

much larger scale to satisfy the digitalization and automation demands. Using different energy 

sources can provide a more robust and powerful power supply solution. Transportation 

vehicles, such as cars, trains, buses, ferries, and airplanes, are subject to a variety of available 
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energy sources [198, 199]. Hybrid energy harvesting systems could provide self-powered 

sensing solutions for condition monitoring and event detection in transportation vehicles [200, 

201]. Energy harvesters using single energy sources or single conversion mechanisms have 

been widely studied in this area [156, 202], but hybrid systems are not much reported, with few 

examples. In transportation systems, vibration and airflow are abundant at a relatively high 

energy levels and frequency range, and the size constraint is often less demanding compared to 

some applications such as biomedical devices. Conversion mechanisms including PE and EM 

are suitable. TE can also be used in conditions such as tire pressure monitoring, but the material 

reliability is one of the concerns. Other energy sources such as thermal and solar can also be 

used, but they have more strict requirements on the locations where the harvesters can be 

mounted.  

D. Human healthcare monitoring 

The development of wearable and implantable electronic devices can assist healthcare 

professionals to intervene chronic diseases as early as possible and facilitate real-time remote 

monitoring of patients’ vital signs. One of the main bottlenecks is the sustainable power supply. 

In fact, there could be many energy sources available in or on a human body, including human 

motion, muscle contraction, body heat, blood pulsation, cardiac/lung motions, etc. In order to 

scavenging these human body energy, a variety of energy harvesting configurations have been 

presented for recharging batteries and eventually realizing of self-powered wearable or 

implantable electronic devices [203-206]. As an example, by using hybrid PE-TE effects from 

human walking, Zhu et al. [207] have presented self-functional socks to realize self-powered 

sensing of various physiological signals, such as contact force, gait, sweat level and so on. 

In terms of conversion mechanisms, all the above-mentioned mechanisms have their 

advantages in different areas or sources from human body. For example, the mechanical energy 

available from footsteps large, so this could be ideal for EM and TE [208-210], whereas PV 

and TEG would be good options for upper body and skin-related applications [174, 211, 212]. 

However, compared to other applications, energy sources from the human body normally exist 
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in a low-grade or low-frequency and random form. It is more challenging to design effective 

solutions to generate sufficient energy for sensing in a limited space. Hybrid systems either 

using multiple conversion mechanisms or multiple energy sources might provide solutions to 

tackle this challenge.   

E. Marine monitoring and development 

Marine monitoring and development have received increasing attention from various 

countries and research organizations. The operating life of marine equipment is largely limited 

by the power supply, more specifically depending on the capacity of the carried battery. It has 

long been noted that there is a large amount of renewable energy in the ocean, such as solar 

energy, wind energy, tidal energy, water wave energy, water flow energy, temperature gradient 

energy, and salinity gradient energy, which has been estimated to total over 75 TW around the 

world [213, 214]. In past few years, a number of researchers have been attracted to study the 

so-called blue energy harvesting techniques based on various transduction mechanisms, which 

are considered and demonstrated as potential supplies for self-powered sensors or self-charging 

batteries in marine monitoring or sea development systems [215, 216]. Some researchers 

proposed EM-TE hybridized water wave harvesters based on a magnetic sphere [217], or 

chaotic pendulum [218], to power the sensor nodes of the ocean monitoring buoys. Wang et al. 

[156] not only rendered a ship-shaped EM-TE hybrid device on water-wave energy harvesting, 

but also presented an example towards self-desalination and self-powered marine rescue 

system. Wang et al. [219] described a blue energy dream that the integration of water wave 

power generators, wind turbines and solar panels can form a power generation network above 

the water surface. We believe the hybrid blue energy harvesting systems could have great 

potential in the self-powered IoT for marine monitoring and development.  

F. Aerospace engineering  

Monitoring the structural integrity and operating conditions of aircraft and spacecraft in 

real-time is critical to enhance passenger safety and to reduce operational downtime and 

maintenance costs [220, 221]. Energy harvesting could provide reliable energy sources for 
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those distributed wireless sensors monitoring the operational conditions. In aircraft and 

spacecraft, there are also numerous energy sources available, especially solar, vibration and 

temperature difference. Le et al. provide a comprehensive review on available energy sources 

and technologies for energy harvesting in aeronautical applications, especially on vibrational 

and thermal sources [222]. The propulsion system provides the primary source of internal 

vibration. The frequency and amplitude range vary significantly depending on the rotor speed 

and blade passage frequency in both helicopters and propeller-driven aircraft. The vibration 

from typical jet engines has a frequency range from 20 Hz to 500 Hz with a peak acceleration 

of 3g [223]. In the case of thermal sources, engines, hydraulics, and gear trains are all heat 

sources. The temperature difference between cabin and fuselage is also a possibility to energize 

sensors mounted on the fuselage. Kiziroglou et al. used heat mass to create a temperature 

difference for a TEG using the temperature different in the fuselage before and after take-off 

[87]. Recently, Wang et al. developed a self-powered monitoring system for jet engines using 

a nonlinear piezoelectric harvester [224]. A 22-gram energy harvester could produce 79 mW 

output power at 2050 rpm rotation conditions with a 100 kΩ load. In astronautical engineering, 

solar, electromagnetic field and diurnal temperature variation in space can be potential energy 

sources in addition to the energy sources on spacecraft. Energy harvesting in this area is 

generally limited due to the special requirements in such environments, but hybrid energy 

harvesting could be a potential enabling technology for autonomous and distributed sensing in 

astronautical engineering. 

VI. Concluding Remarks  

In view of the above hybrid energy harvesting systems, we have seen many interesting and 

exciting demonstrations. Researchers have designed and employed various materials, 

configurations and mechanisms according to the characteristics of different energy sources and 

application scenarios. Through adopting two or more energy conversion effects or energy 

sources, hybrid energy harvesters have achieved a certain degree of improvement in energy 
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output. In this review, a broad range of energy sources and conversion mechanisms are 

discussed and reviewed, with the vibrational and/or thermal hybrid energy harvesters being the 

main review focus. Vibrational and thermal hybrid harvesters also represent the mainstream in 

hybrid energy harvesting, which also indicates that more efforts are required to explore different 

possibilities in adopting different conversion mechanisms and energy sources. Since hybrid 

energy harvesting technology is still in its infancy, there is relatively little comparison and 

discussion on the hybrid energy harvesting mechanisms compared to single ones in the current 

literature. In this review, we have summarized the output performance of the reported typical 

hybrid systems; qualitative remarks can be found in the tables. Because the input and output 

characteristics given by the authors do not have a unified specification standard, and the system 

is greatly affected by various input quantities, it is not yet possible to judge which structure or 

mechanism is better. How much the power density and energy conversion efficiency can be 

improved via hybrid energy harvesting technology remains to be further studied. This is indeed 

a very challenging task, since there are so many influencing factors and working conditions, 

and it is necessary to find some normalized measurement indices or key criteria. Researchers 

should be aware of the risk of developing devices simply for the sake of showing hybrid effects, 

but at a cost of additional structural complexity and increased device volume which is not 

justified by the enhanced performance. We believe that investigation of hybrid energy 

harvesting technologies will remain a hot topic and the next decade will witness rapid growth 

of hybrid energy harvesting systems in a variety of applications. 
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Table I. Performance comparison of the PE-EM hybrid energy harvesting systems 

Reference  Configuration Piezoelectric Electromagnetic Device Size  Output performance and comments 

Challa et al.  
2009 [188] 

Cantilever resonance PZT coated, d33  
Cantilever 

Coil/magnet in ASM* 44 x 24 x 30 
mm** 

~332 uW @ 21.6 Hz; the acceleration is not 
reported  

Yang et al. 
2010 [110] 

Cantilever 
Resonance 

PZT coated, d31 Coil/magnet in ASM 
& HSM  

22 x 10 x 10 mm PE: 176 uW & EM: 0.19 uW @ 310 Hz & 2.5 g 

Mahmoudi et al.  
2014 [113] 

Fixed-fixed beam 
Monostable  

PZT bimorph Coil/magnet in ASM 50 x 10 x 15 mm Numerical: 90 mW @ 0.9g a; bandwidth 152-198 
Hz; No experimental results provided. 

Xu et al.  
2016 [115] 

Multi-mode vibration PZT bimorph Coil/magnet in ASM 50 x 20 x 80 
mm** 

1.4 mW @ 22.6 Hz and 2.82 mW @ 25.6 Hz & 2m/s2 

Dual-beam structure for multi-mode vibration 

Toyabur et al.  
2018 [109] 

Multi-mode vibration PZT coated on Al Coil/magnet in ASM 93 x 30 x 15 mm PE: 250 uW & EM: 244 uW @ 17 Hz & 0.4g; 
bandwidth: 12-22 Hz 

Hamid et al. 
2017 [116] 

Free-sliding magnet PZT discs - Impact Coil/magnet in ASM 68 x 39 x 37 mm 50-130 uW; operation conditions not provided.   

Fan et al.  
2018 [117] 

Free sliding, multi- 
direction, bi-stable 

PZT Cantilever Coil/magnet in ASM 
Nonlinear levitation  

Ф14 x 55 mm EM: 1.23 mW & PE: 0.18 mW @ 1.5g & 6.5 Hz  
Bandwidth: 5 – 7 Hz  

Li et al.  
2019 [118] 

Oscillating magnet 
Force amplification 

PZT fixed-fixed  
beam 

Coil/magnet in HSM 
 

70 x 45 x 20 mm 0.33 W peak power @ 0.7 g & 6.9 Hz 

Yang et al.  
2019 [119] 

Oscillating magnet 
Tri-stable  

PZT Stack  Coil/magnet in ASM N/A No actual prototype developed 

Dias et al.  
2013 [120] 

Airfoil & cantilever  
Flow induced vibration  

PZT bimorph Coil/magnet in HSM 
 

N/A No actual prototype developed 

Iqbal et al.  
2018 [122] 

Airfoil & cantilever 
Dual-beam structure 

PZT patch  Coil/magnet in ASM  85 x 80 x 40 mm PE: 156 uW; EM: 1.57 mW @ 0.4g & 11 Hz 
9.1 uW @ 6m/s airflow 

Khan et al.  
2016 [121] 

Helmholtz resonator PZT disc Coil/magnet in ASM Ф20 x 24 mm PE: 49 uW; EM: 3.2 uW @ 2.1 kHz & 130 dB 

* ASM: Approaching-separation mode; HSM: Horizontal-sliding mode. 
** Estimated device overall dimensions. 
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Table II. Performance comparison of the PE-TE hybrid energy harvesting systems 

Energy 
source 

Reference  Configuration Piezoelectric material Triboelectric material Maximum output performance 

Pressing 
force 

Jung et al. 
2015 [129] 

Arc-shape Au/PVDF/Au Au/PTFE/Al 4.44 mW/cm
2
 by tapping force of 0.2 N  

Wang et al. 
2017 [130]  

Laminate AZO/P(VDF-TrFE)/AZO AZO/PDMS/Skin 0.075 mW/cm
2
 by hand force of 5 N  

Zhu et al.  
2018 [131] 

Parallel plate Cu/PVDF/PTFE/Cu Cu/PTFE/Cu 0.15 (PEH) and 2.75 (TENG) mW/cm
2
 by acceleration 

of 5 m/s
2
 

Zhu et al.  
2015 [132] 

Parallel plate Al/PVDF/Al Al/PDMS/MWCNT-PDMS/Au 2.27×10
-3

(PEH) and 2.04×10
-3

(TENG) mW/cm
2
 by 

tapping force of 5N 

Han et al.  
2013 [133] 

r-shape Al/PVDF/Al Al/PDMS/ITO 10.95 (PEH) and 2.04 (TENG) mW/cm
3 

by periodic 
force of 5 Hz 

Suo et al.  
2016 [134] 

Laminate PET/ITO/BTO+PDMS/Cu N/A 

Karumuthil et 
al. 2017 [135] 

Laminate Cu/ZnO+EGO+MWCNT+PDMS/Cu N/A 

Qian et al.  
2018 [136] 

Laminate Au/ZnO NFs+3D Gr+PDMS/Ni  6.22 mW/cm
2
 by vertical force of 7 N  

Chowdhury et 
al. 2019 [137] 

Laminate Al/PTFE+PDMS/Li-ZnO+PVDF+MWCNT/Ag N/A 

Guo et al.  
2018 [138] 

Laminate Conductive fabrics/silk fibroin/PVDF 
nanofiber/conductive fabrics 

0.31 mW/cm
2
 by vertical force of 25.7 N  

Vibration  

Han et al.  
2013 [139] 

Cantilever -
stopper 

Al/PVDF/Al Al/PDMS/ITO N/A 

Li et al.  
2018 [141] 

Truss-stopper Ag/PZT-5J/Ag Al/PTFE/Nylon/Al 19.6 mW at acceleration of 1g (14 and 5.7 mW for 
PEH and TENG, separately) 

Rotation 
Zhao et al. 
2019 [143] 

Rotational blade Au/P(VDF-TrFE)/Au 
/P(VDF-TrFE)/Au 

Al/PTFE/Au 10.88 mW at rational speed of 100 rpm 

Wind flow 
Chen et al. 
2016 [142] 

Flapping blade Al/PVDF/Al Al/PDMS/Al 112 (PEH) and 76 (TENG) μW at wind speed of 10 m/s  
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Table III. Performance comparison of the EM-TE hybrid energy harvesting systems 

Energy source Reference  Configuration Electromagnetic 
effect 

Triboelectric effect Maximum output performance 

Vibration 

Gupta et al. 
2017 [146] 

Spring-mass vertically Coil/magnet in ASM ITO/PTFE in CSM 
1.3 uW/cm3 at 80 Hz and 2g excitation (40 cm3 in 
overall size*) 

Liu et al. 
2017 [147] 

Spring-mass vertically Coil/magnet in ASM Al/FEP in CSM 
9.7 and 37.6 uW/cm3 for EMEH and TENG at 23.8 Hz 
and 1g excitation (29 cm3 in size*) 

Vibration, 
human motion 

Chen et al. 
2018 [148] 

Spring-mass laterally Coil/magnet in LSM Cu/Kapton in CSM 
29.9 and 0.78 uW/cm3 for EMEH and TENG (110 cm3 
in overall size*) 

Salauddin et al.  
2017 [152] 

Magnetic slider laterally Coil/magnet in ASM Al/PDMS in LSM 381 uW/cm3 at 4.5 Hz and 0.6g 

Human 
motion 

Maharjan et al.  
2018 [159] 

Magnetic ball laterally Coil/magnet in ASM Al/PTFE in FTM 
5.14 mW/cm3 and 0.22 uW/cm3 for EMEH and TENG 
at less than 5 Hz 

Water wave 

Wang et al.  
2016 [155] 

Magnetic slider laterally Coil/magnet in HSM Cu/PTFE in FTM 1.32 and 1.05 uW/cm3 for EMEH and TENG at 2 Hz 

Wang et al.  
2019 [156] 

Magnetic roller laterally Coil/magnet in HSM Cu/Silicone in FTM 9 and 0.8 mW for EMEH and TENG at 2 Hz 

Hao et al. 
2019 [157] 

Magnetic roller laterally Coil/magnet in HSM Cu/Silicone in FTM 
39.4 and 0.21uW/cm3 for EMEH and TENG at 2.4 Hz 
(378.4 cm3 in overall size*) 

Wind flow Wang et al.  
2017 [150] 

Vibration film vertically Coil/magnet in ASM Cu/FEP in CSM 
58.3 and 39.6 uW/cm3 for EMEH and TENG at wind 
speed of 18 m/s (42.9 cm3 in overall size*) 

Rotation Chen et al.  
2019 [144] 

Rotating disk Coil/magnet in HSM Au/PTFE in FTM 
176.9 and 111.6 uW/cm3 for EMEH and TENG at 900 
rpm (1230.9 cm3 in overall size*) 

Rotation,  
wind flow 

Qian et al.  
2018 [161] 

Rotating sleeve Coil/Magnet in HSM Cu/PTFE in FTM 
0.34 and 2.13 mW for EMEH and TENG at rotation 
speed of 1200 rpm 

Cao et al.  
2017 [162] 

Rotating sleeve Coil/magnet in HSM Cu/FEP in LSM 
13.8 uW/cm3 at rotation of 250 rpm (940.5 cm3 in 
overall size*) 

* Estimated dimensions from references 
** ASM: Approaching-separation mode; HSM: Horizontal-sliding mode; CSM: Contact-separation mode; LSM: Lateral-sliding mode; FTM: Freestanding triboelectric-layer 
mode. 
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Table IV. Performance comparison of the PE-EM-TE hybrid energy harvesting systems 

ASM: Approaching-separation mode; HSM: Horizontal-sliding mode; CSM: Contact-separation mode; LSM: Lateral-sliding mode; FTM: Freestanding triboelectric-layer mode; 

SEM: Single-electrode mode. 

 

  

Energy 

source 
References  Configuration Piezoelectric effect 

Electromagnetic 

effect 

Triboelectric 

effect 
Maximum output performance 

Vibration 

He et al. 

2017 [165] 

Spring-mass-

stopper 

PVDF film in 

bending 

Coil/magnet in 

ASM 
Cu/PVDF in CSM 

41, 66.5 and 4.6 uW for PEH, EMEH and 

TENG at 0.5g and 20 Hz excitation 

He et al.  

2018 [166] 

Magnetic mass-

stopper 

PZT sheet in 

compression  

Coil/magnet in 

ASM 
Ni/Silicone in SEM 

122 mW, 38.4 mW and 78.4 uW for PEH, 

EMEH and TENG at 20 Hz excitation 

Human 

motion 
Koh et al.  

2019 [167] 

Magnetic rolling 

ball 

PVDF sheet in 

compression 

Coil/Magnet in 

ASM  
Al/PTFE in FTM 

0.19 uW, 22.4 nW and 0.72 uW for PEH, 

EMEH and TENG  

Wind flow Toyabur Rahman et al. 

2019 [168] 

Rotating sleeve 

and disk 
PVDF in bending 

Coil/Magnet in 

HSM 

Al/PTFE in CSM 

and LSM 

1.38, 268.6 and 1.67 mW for PEH, EMEH 

and TENG at wind speed of 6 m/s 
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Table V. Performance comparison of the other hybrid energy harvesting systems 

Reference  Energy sources Transduction Application  Device Size (mm) Output performance and conditions 

Tan et al.  
2011 [169] 

Light & thermal PV & TEG   Indoor wireless 
sensing 

PV: 55 x 30 x 1 
TEG: 20 x 20 x20 

621 uW @ 1010 lux and 10 K in indoor conditions  

Gambier et al.  
2011 [173] 

Vibration, light 
& thermal 

PE, PV & TEG Condition monitoring 93 x 25 x 1.5 TEG: 6.6 mW @ Δ31 °C; PV: 12.5 mW @ 223 W/m2; 
PE: 0.49 mW @ 0.5g & 56.4 Hz 

Chen et al.  
2016 [174] 

Solar & mechanical TE & PV Textile, wearables 50 x 40 x 0.32 0.5 mW @ 18 mW/cm2 light & walking conditions 

Bito et al.  
2017 [176] 

Solar & EM PV & RF  Autonomous RF  EM: 47 x 47 x 20 
PV: 114 x 24 

PV: 93 mW @ 100 mw/cm2 irradiance;  
RF: 28 uW @ -17 dBm 

Yang et al.  
2017 [177] 

EM, thermal & 
Vibration  

EM, TEG & PE Condition monitoring 
of smart grids 

EM: 140 x 20 x 50 
TEG: 500 x 82 x 10 cm 
PE: 90 x 17 x 0.8 

EM: 0.7-366 mW at wire current of 100 A to 800 A 
TEG: 12.9 mW to 1.98 W at wire current of 500 A to 2000 A 
PE: 0.63 mW at 1g and 100 Hz. 

Kang et al.  
2020 [105] 

Thermal & vibration PE & Pyro Wireless electronics 70 x 10 x 0.7 0.4 uW @ 15 K and 0.02 Hz vibration 

Lee et al.  
2014 [182] 

Thermal & vibration PE & Pyro Wearable devices  N/A, layer thickness  
0.7 µm 

400 mV and 100 mA from 293 K to 323 K 
<1 V and <100 nA in Stretch-Compress-Release Motions 

Xu et al.  
2018 [184] 

Vibration & magnetic PE with magnet General sensing 150 x 30 x 1 50 uW @ 0.1g, 40 Hz and 2 Gs. 

* TEG: Thermoelectric Generation; PE: Piezoelectric; EM: Electromagnetic; Pyro: Pyroelectric; PV: Photovoltaic; RF: Radio Frequency.  
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Table VI. Performance comparison of power management circuits for hybrid energy harvesters 

References 
Bandyopadhyay & 

Chandrakasan  
2012 [128]  

Uluşan et al.  
2017 [189]  

Katic et al.  
2018 [127] 

Tan and  
Panda  

2011 [169] 

Bito et al.  
2017 [187] 

Lhermet et al.  
2008 [186] 

Chamanian et al.  
2019 [126] 

Fabrication 
Technology 

0.35 um CMOS 0.18 um CMOS 0.18 um 
PCB with  

off-the-shelf 
Off-the-shelf  
component 

0.35 um (TEG) 
0.18 um (RF) 

0.18 um HV 

Energy Source 
Thermal, solar 
and vibration 

EM 
PE 
PV 

GBFC 
TEG 

PV 
TEG 

RF 
PV 

TEG 
RF 

PE 
EM 

Excitation 
Frequency 

PV & TEG: DC 
PE: NA 

PE: 282 Hz 
EM: 2-3 Hz 

TEG: DC 

GBFC: DC 
TEG: DC 

PV: DC 
TEG: DC 

RF: AC 
PV: DC 

TEG: DC 
RF: NA 

PE: 20-500 Hz 
EM: 2-10 Hz 

Minimum 
Input Power 

PV: 150 uW 
TEG: 90 uW 
PE: 45 uW 

PE: 4.2 uW 
EM: 1 uW 
TEG: NA 

GBFC: 0.5 uW 
TEG: 0.5 uW 

PV: 170 uW 
TEG: 100 uW 

RF: NA 
PV: 59 nW 

TEG: 70 uW 
RF: NA 

PE: <0.7 uW 
EM: 1 uW 

Output Voltage 1.9 V 0.8-1.25 V 1.9 V 1.8 - 3.6 V 1.5 V 1.75-4.3 V 1.1-3.41 V 

Max Conversion 
Efficiency* 

11%–13% 29% @ 68 uW 85.5% @56.4 uW 
90% with fixed 

reference voltage 
RF: 17.6-24.0% 

PV: 28% 
78% 
NA 

90% @ 100 uW 

PV: Photovoltaic, TEG: Thermoelectric Generator, PE: Piezoelectric, EM: Electromagnetic, GBFC: Glucose Biofuel Cell, RF: Radio Frequency 

* The max conversion efficiency refers to the efficiency of the power management circuits. The overall conversion efficiency of hybrid energy harvesters can 

be significantly lower than the values in this table.  
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Energy conversion mechanisms and their typical configurations: (a) piezoelectric, (b) 
electromagnetic, (c) triboelectric, (d) thermoelectric, and (e) pyroelectric. 

Figure 2. Typical structural configurations for PEHs including (a) rectangular [40], (b) 
triangular [43], (c) taper [44], (d) S-shape [45], (e) arc-shape [46], and (f) flextensional 
structures [48]. 

Figure 3. Typical structural configurations for EMEHs including (a)-(d) resonant [50, 53, 54, 
56] and (e)-(g) rotational structures [57-59]. 

Figure 4. Typical structural configurations for TENGs including (a)-(b) contact-separation [62, 
63], (c)-(e) lateral-sliding [64-66], (f)-(g) single-electrode [67, 68], and (h)-(i) freestanding 
triboelectric-layer [70, 71] modes. 

Figure 5. Typical structural configurations for TEHs, including (a) light-to-heat TEH [83], (b) 
flexible TEH (Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [86]. Copyright (2020) American 
Chemical Society.), (c) wearable TEH [80], (d) and (e) PCM-based TEHs [88, 89]. 

Figure 6. Typical structural configurations for pyroelectric energy harvesters. (a) Liquid-metal 
based pyroelectric harvester [108], (b) pyroelectric harvester for exhaust gas heat recovery 
[103], (c) pyroelectric harvester for water splitting [100], (d) oscillating heat pipe-based 
harvester [107] and (e) wind-driven pyroelectric harvester [105]. 

Figure 8. Configuration illustration of the PE-EM hybrid systems for harvesting airflow (a) 
[120], (b) [122] and (d) [123] and for collecting acoustic energy (c) [121]. 

Figure 9. Typical power management circuits for regulating power from PE-EM hybrid systems, 
including typical function blocks (a), implementation solution (b) and one complete PE-EM 
solution (c) and (d) [124-126]. 

Figure 10. Configuration and material illustrations of the PE-TE hybrid systems driven by 
external force with (a) separated [131] and (b) coexisted [136] piezoelectric and triboelectric 
effects. 

Figure 11. Configuration illustrations of the PE-TE hybrid systems driven by vibration [140, 
141] and wind flow [142, 143]. 

Figure 12. Resonant structures of the EM-TE hybrid systems, by employing spring-mass [146-
148], deflected-membrane [150], and magnetic-floating [151, 152] structures.   

Figure 13. Non-resonant and rotational structures of the EM-TE hybrid systems, for (a)-(c) 
water wave energy harvesting [155-157], (d) human wrist-motion harvesting [158], and rotation 
energy harvesting [160, 161]. 

Figure 14. Configuration illustrations of the PE-EM-TE hybrid systems by using (a) spring-
mass structure [165], (b) magnetic levitation structure [166], (c) non-resonant magnetic rolling 
ball [167] , and (d) windmill structure [168]. 

Figure 15. Other type of hybrid energy harvesting systems. (a) Hybrid energy harvester from 
photovoltaic, thermoelectric and hot water energy [170], (b) hybrid solar and mechanical 
harvester [174], (c) hybrid piezoelectric and pyroelectric harvester [105], (d) stretchable 
piezoelectric and pyroelectric harvester [182] and (e) hybrid solar and EM harvester [176]. 
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Figure 16 Energy sources and application prospect for hybrid energy harvesting systems. 
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Figure 1 

Energy conversion mechanisms and their typical configurations: (a) piezoelectric, (b) 
electromagnetic, (c) triboelectric, (d) thermoelectric, and (e) pyroelectric. 
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Figure 2 

Typical structural configurations for PEHs including (a) rectangular [40], (b) triangular [43], (c) 
taper [44], (d) S-shape [45], (e) arc-shape [46], and (f) flextensional structures [48]. 
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Figure 3 

Typical structural configurations for EMEHs including (a)-(d) resonant [50, 53, 54, 56] and (e)-
(g) rotational structures [57-59]. 
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Figure 4 

Typical structural configurations for TENGs including (a)-(b) contact-separation [62, 63], (c)-
(e) lateral-sliding [64-66], (f)-(g) single-electrode [67, 68], and (h)-(i) freestanding 
triboelectric-layer [70, 71] modes.   
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Figure 5 

Typical structural configurations for TEHs, including (a) light-to-heat TEH [83], (b) flexible 
TEH (Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [86]. Copyright (2020) American Chemical 
Society.), (c) wearable TEH [80], (d) and (e) PCM-based TEHs [88, 89]. 
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Figure 6 

Typical structural configurations for pyroelectric energy harvesters. (a) Liquid-metal based 
pyroelectric harvester [108], (b) pyroelectric harvester for exhaust gas heat recovery [103], (c) 
pyroelectric harvester for water splitting [100], (d) oscillating heat pipe-based harvester [107] 
and (e) wind-driven pyroelectric harvester [105]. 
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Figure 7 

Configuration illustrations of the PE-EM hybrid systems based on beams (a), (b), (d) and (e) 
[109, 110, 114, 115] and based on oscillating mass (c), (f) and (g) [117-119].  
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Figure 8 

Configuration illustration of the PE-EM hybrid systems for harvesting airflow (a) [120], (b) 
[122] and (d) [123] and for collecting acoustic energy (c) [121]. 
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Figure 9 

Typical power management circuits for regulating power from PE-EM hybrid systems, 
including typical function blocks (a), implementation solution (b) and one complete PE-EM 
solution (c) and (d) [124-126]. 
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Figure 10 

Configuration and material illustrations of the PE-TE hybrid systems driven by external force 
with (a) separated [131] and (b) coexisted [136] piezoelectric and triboelectric effects. 
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Figure 11 

Configuration illustrations of the PE-TE hybrid systems driven by vibration [140, 141] and 
wind flow [142, 143].  
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Figure 12 

Resonant structures of the EM-TE hybrid systems, by employing spring-mass [146-148], 
deflected-membrane [150], and magnetic-floating [151, 152] structures.   
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Figure 13 

Non-resonant and rotational structures of the EM-TE hybrid systems, for (a)-(c) water wave 
energy harvesting [155-157], (d) human wrist-motion harvesting [158], and rotation energy 
harvesting [160, 161]. 
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Figure 14 

Configuration illustrations of the PE-EM-TE hybrid systems by using (a) spring-mass structure 
[165], (b) magnetic levitation structure [166], (c) non-resonant magnetic rolling ball [167] , and 
(d) windmill structure [168]. 
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Figure 15 

Other type of hybrid energy harvesting systems. (a) Hybrid energy harvester from photovoltaic, 
thermoelectric and hot water energy [170], (b) hybrid solar and mechanical harvester [175], (c) 
hybrid piezoelectric and pyroelectric harvester [105], (d) stretchable piezoelectric and 
pyroelectric harvester [182] and (e) hybrid solar and EM harvester [176]. 
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Figure 16 

Energy sources and application prospect for hybrid energy harvesting systems. 

 


